
Hey headbangers, time to leave the competition in a haze as you blaze. Blazed Dubstep from W. A. 

Production is jam-packed with hard and insane talking synth lines, energetic builds that will catapult 

your drop to new heights as it explodes leaving nothing but ashes in its wake. 

Whether you want to make something epic, triumphant and melodic or just lay it down dark and dirty 

Blazed Dubstep from W. A. Production is giving you the most diverse dubstep loops and audio 

samples. There is something for every sector of the Dubstep genre. We've included such sounds as 

gnarly growls, dirty wubs, bouncy melodies, intense orchestra sounds, retro and futuristic arps, plucks, 

and more. 

Explore our custom drum loops or build your own with any of the kick, snare, and cymbal one-shots. 

Dive into some of the most brilliant melody loops, bass lines, and FX. Love Serum? We are including 

our recipes and giving you presets and tables for Serum. 

Let your next mix flourish with interesting rhythm, timbre, and creatively fashioned drum patterns. 

Combined with your creativity and our professionally rendered audio samples your audience will 

experience a full spectral waterfall of sound. 

Whether you need to submit to a label, score a film, create music for video games, or just tear up the 

charts our sounds are professionally designed, mixed, and carry the highest regard for quality. Our 

WAV/MIDI loops are compatible with any DAW that allows you to import WAV/MIDI format. We even 

left enough headroom for you to customize these sounds any way that you want. 

 

Pack details: 

- 53 Synth Loops (+ MIDI); 

- 20 Bass Loops; 

- 83 Presets for Serum; 

- 12 Wavetables for Serum; 

- 50 Bass Shots; 

- 30 Drum Loops; 

- 30 Top Loops; 

- 30 FX; 

- 10 Kicks; 

- 10 Snares; 

- 10 Claps; 

- 10 Hats; 

- 10 Cymbals; 

- 100% Royalty-Free. 

 

Synth Presets Compatibility: 

Please Use Serum Version 1.28b6 Or Higher. 


